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Abstract
In this work a correction was developed to compensate for the excess of
triggered low pT jets in the TileGap3 (TG3) region of the ATLAS detector.
Online leading jet pT is scaled down proportional to the jet energy
fraction deposited in the TG3 detector. Systematic analysis shows that by
doing so a 2.6% decrease of wrongly triggered low pT events is achieved
if a 0.1% increase of high pT events failed to trigger on is tolerated. If an
order 1% increase of failed high pT events is allowed, a 4.5% decrease of
wrongly triggered low pT events is realised. Suggestions are made for
further studies which ultimately may lead to the implementation of this
correction in ATLAS jet triggers.
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Chapter1
Introduction
At CERN the fundamentals of Nature are studied by accelerating and col-
liding particles. These highly energetic collisions create conditions that are
similar to those just after the Big Bang, the creation of our universe. In this
way scientists try to gain a deeper understanding of what the universe is
made of and how it is created.
The outcome of these collisions is predicted by the Standard Model.
This is a sophisticated theoretical framework that describes the physics of
elementary particles and nuclei with great success: it perfectly predicts
most of the properties of particles created during collisions. In 2012 the
Higgs particle was discovered at CERN, completing the Standard Model
as it stands today: All the particles that it predicts have been experimen-
tally observed.
However, the Standard Model does not offer answers to everything.
Examples are the existence of Dark Matter and the Hierarchy Problem (the
fact that the Higgs Mass is so much smaller than the Planck scale), neither
of which is explained by the Standard Model. Therefore, efforts are made
at CERN to detect processes that are not predicted by the Standard Model.
The discovery of such a process would mean that corrections to the Stan-
dard Model are necessary. These corrections would then bring us one step
closer to a complete description of Nature.
One set of particles that is particularly interesting in searches for Be-
yond Standard Model Physics are quarks. They are the constituents of
hadrons and are subject to the strong nuclear force. Asymptotic freedom
makes this force become very strong in the infrared limit, i.e. its coupling
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constant increases as two quarks are seperated. In this way, more and
more energy is stored in the interaction between them until at some point
it becomes energetically more feasable to excite the vacuum and create
two new quarks next to the old ones. This is the process of confinement,
it leads to the fact that one single quark will never be observed in a detec-
tor: once we pull them out of the hadrons new quarks from the vacuum
will always be created to accompany them. Thus, quarks and gluons (the
gauge boson of the strong interaction) that are emitted during a scattering
event are detected in the form of jets: a cascade of hadrons with roughly
equal momenta. By studying the properties of these jets we can find out
more about the initial particles that were involved in the collision.
The largest detector at CERN is ATLAS. Every 0.33 ns a bunch crossing
takes place inside the detector, of which each has on average 40 proton-
proton collisions. The data taking of the detector is, however, limited by
data processing and storage. Therefore not every event can be recorded.
Instead a trigger system is used that decides whether an event should be
recorded or not. This decision is made by comparing some elementary
properties of the detected particles to some pre-set thresholds. Since this
should be done in an extremely short time window, the data used for de-
cision making contains merely rough estimates and is referred to as online
data. In practice, hardware and software triggers are distinguished. Only
events that pass both of them are processed. A careful calibration of these
triggers is essential: On the one hand we want to collect as much useful
data as possible, every missed event could have contributed to a discov-
ery. On the other hand we do not want to record any useless data as it
reduces the bandwidth available to record useful data.
In this project we have studied the jet triggering in the ATLAS detector.
In a certain part of this detector, an excessive number of jets were recorded.
This is the result of noisy online data obtained from the TileGap3 detector
within ATLAS. We studied the behaviour of this detector and tested a cor-
rection on the ATLAS jet trigger as a solution to this problem.
1.1 ATLAS and TileGap3
The ATLAS detector is made up of several smaller detectors which all mea-
sure different properties of the particle it detects. Roughly speaking, the
detector consists of three layers:
1. The inner detector: This part of the detector consists of tracking detec-
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tors. These detectors are used to measure the paths that individual
particles take inside the detector. This can then be used to determine
the momenta of the particles.
2. Calorimeters: These detectors are used to measure the energy of the
particles. They are typically composed of alternating active and pas-
sive layers. The passive layer consists of a dense material in which
particles lose energy by colliding with nuclei inside this material.
From these collisions a cascade of newly created particles emerges,
which then deposit a small fraction of their energy in the next, active
layer. This energy deposit is then recorded. By combining data from
all the active layers the energy of the original incoming particle can
be reconstructed.
3. Muon System: This is in size the largest part of the detector and con-
sists of a big tracking detector. Since most other particles are ab-
sorbed by the calorimeters, the muon chambers will mainly detect
muons.
One of the calorimeters is the Tile Hadronic Calorimeter. It has iron plates
as passive layers and plastic scintillating tiles as active material. Particles
going through produce light proportional to their energy deposit. The
light is read out by photomuliplier tubes. The Tile Hadronic Calorimeter
is a key detector for the measurement of hadrons and jets [1].
One part of this detector is the TileGap3 (TG3) detector (indicated in
red in figure 1.1), which measures particles with a pseudorapidity of 1.0 <
η < 1.6. The pseudorapidity corresponds to the particle’s scattering an-
gle with respect to the beam axis. In 2016 a large excess in low pT jet
trigger rates was observed in this exact η-region [2] (pT stands for the
transverse momentum of the jet). In 2017 data sampling methods were
changed, which significantly reduced these excessive trigger rates. How-
ever they remained clearly visible. Instead of being build from alternating
scintillating and absorbing materials, TG3 consists of one single layer of
scintillator. Therefore, the energy deposited in TG3 is much more stochas-
tic, which leads to noisy online data. This in turn causes the superfluous
triggering that has been observed. In this project we propose a correction
to this online data to compensate for this noise. This is important, as ex-
cessive trigger rates are highly undesirable and, being uncontrolled, might
well increase again over the coming years.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic overview of ATLAS subdetectors contained in the Tile
Hadronic Calorimeter. The dashed lines correspond to lines of equal η. The Tile-
Gap3 detector (1.0 < η < 1.6) is indicated in red. [1]
1.2 Jet Triggers and Correction Requirements
To obtain a better understanding of the proposed corrections, we first
briefly discuss the jet triggering mechanism. The decision making of jet
triggers is based on the measured online transverse energy ET of the jet.
Note that pT ≈ ET, since the energies concerned are high with respect to
the particle masses. We will therefore use ET and pT interchangeably.
Collisions take place at a very high rate within the ATLAS detector
and thus there is not much time to determine a jet’s ET. The online ET
that the trigger bases its decision on is therefore only an estimate of the
offline ET, the ET that is obtained after a better calibration of the jet. Due
to flaws in the estimate of the online ET, the ET is substantially overesti-
mated half of the time. In that case the online ET can be above the trigger
threshold, whereas the actual offline ET is below it. This results in the
trigger accepting an event which is not useful to most offline analysis. Ob-
viously, this happens more frequently once estimates of online ET get less
precise as a result of noise. This is exactly how the excessive trigger rates
in the TG3 η-region are caused. Note that the number of jets increases
exponentially with decreasing jet ET. As a consequence, especially low
pT triggers will record a lot of useless events, since fluctuations up push
many more jets above the trigger threshold than fluctuations down push
below. Besides this, also the number of pileup jets increases exponentially
for smaller jet ET. This also contributes to the particularly high excesses for
low pT jet triggers: They are affected disproportionately by pileup, which
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consequently increases the noise on their online ET.
The corrections that we consider in this project are corrections to on-
line ET. Since we want to lower the trigger rates, we will always perform
corrections that lower the online ET. The correction has to be applied on
all triggers, since applying the correction on only a few selected (low pT)
triggers will inevitably lead to a kink in the spectrum of observed jets: the
triggers with the correction applied will discontinuitely have lower trigger
rates.
Furthermore, we require that the correction does not lead to any failure of
detecting events with an offline ET above the trigger level. These are the
events we are actually interested in. This applies particularly to high pT
triggers, since they are relatively rare and therefore more likely to contain
new, unexplored physics.
Summarizing, we look for a correction that reduces the wrong triggering
on events by the low pT triggers, without reducing the triggering on inter-
esting events.
5
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Methodology
In this chapter an overview of the research methods used during this project
is provided.
2.1 Analysis Methods
To investigate the performance of the corrections an emulation is made for
each trigger. Just like the real trigger, the emulator simply checks whether
the online ET of the leading jet in an event is above a certain pre-set thresh-
old. The leading jet corresponds to the jet with the highest ET in a certain
event. This emulator is then applied on events that passed a real trigger
with a slightly lower pT. In this way the dataset only contains events that
passed real trigger before and it should thus be reliable.
The corrections are then tested by applying them before the emulator makes
its trigger decision. An analysis of the events passing the trigger before
and after correcting the online ET reveals the performance of the correc-
tion.
Various properties of the selected events are analysed:
1. η-distributions: This is the distribution of the leading jet offline η for
events that passed the trigger. For a succesful correction the excess
of events in the TG3-region (1.0 < η < 1.6) should disappear for low
pT triggers. For high pT triggers we want the η-distributions to look
approximately the same.
2. Turn-on curves: Another way to get a clear insight in the trigger per-
formance is by making a turn-on curve. For this diagram the number
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of events with a certain leading jet offline pT was divided by the to-
tal number of events with that pT in the dataset. Ideally such a curve
would look like a step function: No events are detected with a pT
below the trigger point and all events are detected above the trig-
ger point. However, in pratice such a turn-on will be more smooth
because of differences between online and offline pT. A succesful
correction would thus sharpen the turn-on. In particular for low
pT triggers the curve should stay at zero before the trigger level is
reached. Any deviation from zero corresponds to a large absolute
number of events that was wrongly triggered on.
3. Total rate: For every correction the ratio was taken between the total
number of events that passed the emulator and the total number of
events in the dataset. For a succesful trigger this rate goes down for
low pT triggers (resulting from the elimination of excesses in trigger
rates) and stays the same for high pT triggers.
4. Fraction of events that were wrongly triggered on: For every correction
the number of events below the 95% efficiency point of the emulator
is calculated. To obtain the fraction of events that were wrongly trig-
gered on this number is divided by the total number of events in the
dataset. For a succesful trigger, this fraction should go down for low
pT triggers.
The 95% efficiciency point corresponds to the offline pT for which
events have 95% chance to pass the emulator. This point is very rele-
vant for the evaluation of the trigger peformance: only those events
with an offline leading pT above this point are considered to be vi-
able for research purposes.
5. Fraction of events that were failed to trigger on: For every correction the
number of events above the 95% efficiency point that was failed to
trigger on is calculated. This was done by substracting the number of
events passing the trigger above the 95% point from the total number
of events above the 95% point in the dataset. To obtain the fraction
we divide this number by the total number of events in the dataset.
For a succesful trigger, this fraction should not increase for high pT
triggers.
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2.2 Implementation
Data sampling and analysis was mainly performed with the ROOT C++ li-
brary (version 6). The offline leading jet pT and η were collected for events
passing the emulated trigger after different corrections were applied. This
was done by the program treeProcessor (gitlab.cern.ch/atlas-trigger/
jet/treeProcessor, ATLAS internal). A README is provided for more
information on how to compile and run this program.
The histogram initialisation and executing part of Root/ProcessMiniTree.cxx
and treeProcessor/ProcessMiniTree.h are automatically generated by
python/superprintcode.py.
Analysis of the data generated by treeProcessorwas done by various ROOT-
macros which are stored in the directory plotting:
1. auto append.C: When running treeProcessor on the CERN Computing
Grid the output data is retrieved in the form of multiple output files,
one for each submitted sample. This macro combines the data from
these different samples into one single set of histograms, which is
then used for analysis.
2. autoetaplot.C: This macro automatically plots the η-distributions for
corrections selected by the user.
3. autoratioplot.C: This macro automatically plots the turn-on curves for
corrections selected by the user.
4. plot2dhist.C: This macro automatically plots 2D histograms of various
trigger performance indicators for different corrections. The follow-
ing properties are plotted: Total rate; 95% efficiency point; Fraction
of events wrongly triggered on below 95% point; Fraction of events
failed to trigger on above 95% point.
READMEs are included with detailed descriptions on how to use each of
these programs.
We emulated HLT j45 as a low pT trigger and HLT j450 as a high pT trig-
ger. Here HLT j stands for a software jet trigger. The number after the
j corresponds to the ET value for which the trigger fires. As said before,
the datasets that the emulators were applied onto consists of events that
passed a trigger with a slightly lower pT. For the HLT j45 emulator we
used events that passed the real HLT j25 trigger and for the HLT j450 em-
ulator we used events that passed the real HLT j400 trigger.
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2.3 The Corrections
During this project the performance of two different corrections was tested.
We will refer to these corrections as the Initial Correction and Final Cor-
rection. The Initial Correction is a first attempt to eliminate the excess in
counts for the low pT triggers. The effectiveness of this correction was
analysed in great detail and guidelines for an improved correction were
formulated. This improved correction was realised in the form of the Final
Correction. In the next two chapters the performance of both corrections
are described and compared. Finally, conclusions are drawn on the ef-
fictiveness of the corrections and recommendations for future studies are
made, which might lead to the implementation of the correction in 2018.
In the entire study the correction was applied on data taken in 2017 only.
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Initial Correction
In this chapter the performance of the Initial Correction is analysed and
discussed. Possibilities for improvements in the correction are found, which
are then realised in the Final Correction.
For both corrections we take online ET out of the jets to compensate for
the noise in the TileGap3 detector. It thus makes sense to take energy out
proportional to the jet energy fraction in TG3:
pT → pT · (1− fTG3) (3.1)
Here pT is the online jet pT and fTG3 is the fraction of the jet’s energy de-
posited in TG3. By performing this correction the TG3 detector is basically
switched off: its contribution to the online ET is cancelled.
In order to thoroughly investigate this correction, we include two tuneable
parameters α and β that determine its exact properties:
pT → pT ·
(
1−Θ( fTG3 − β) · α · fTG3
)
(3.2)
Θ(x) is the Heaviside stepfunction: Only those jets with an energy fraction
greater than β get corrected. α tunes the overall strength of the correction.
This is the Initial Correction that is discussed in this chapter.
For this project we evaluated the correction for different values of α and β,
which are stated below.
α = [0; 0.1; 0.25; 0.5; 1] β = [0; 0.1; 0.25; 0.5] (3.3)
Each combination of an α and β forms a unique correction, which are all
investigated in this project. Because we are only interested in the effect of
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the correction in the central part of the detector, we perform our analysis
only on those events with leading jet |η| < 2.8.
3.1 Results
In figure 3.1 the offline leading jet η-distributions of the low- and high pT
triggers are shown. In each plot the blue line (squares) corresponds to the
case in which no correction was applied on the online ET. The coloured
lines (open circles) correspond to corrections of different strengths. Clearly,
the correction seems to get rid of the excesses in the low pT triggers (left).
However, the correction also seems to greatly reduce counts in the TG3-
region for the high pT triggers (right). This is unsettling because high pT
jets are considered to be relatively rare: The last thing we want is to fail to
record them.
To get better insight on the corrections performance also turn-on curves
were made. These are depicted in figure 3.2. To emphasise the effect of
the correction only contributions from events with leading jets in the TG3-
region (1.0 < η < 1.6) were considered. The high pT trigger turn-on curve
for a maximal (α = 1, blue line, squares) correction is particularly en-
lighting. Compared to the uncorrected turn-on (α = 1, green line, open
triangles) this curve is a lot more flattened. This corresponds to a greatly
reduced trigger efficiency, which confirms the alarming η-distribution in
figure 3.1. For the low pT triggers, the flattening of turn-on curves is less
extreme, but still present.
In order to understand the effects of the correction in a more quantita-
tive way, some performance indicators were calculated for different cor-
rections (see section 2.1 for details). These are depicted in figure 3.3.
3.2 Discussion
In figure 3.3a the total trigger rates for low- (left) and high (right) pT trig-
gers are depicted. Clearly, the rates go down for both triggers with in-
creasing correction strength. This is confirmed by the η-distributions in
figure 3.1. For the low pT triggers this is a very positive result, as it corre-
sponds to the desired elimination of the trigger excesses. However, for the
high pT triggers a decreasing trigger rate is troublesome: It corresponds to
a loss of relatively rare high pT events. Note that for both triggers the total
trigger rate decreases about 13% for a full correction.
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Figure 3.1: Offline leading jet η-distributions for different corrections for low-
(left) and high (right) pT triggers. Only events with leading offline η < 2.8 were
considered. The blue line (squares) corresponds to the distribution in which no
correction was applied on the online ET. The coloured lines (open circles) corre-
spond to corrections with different α values. The value for β was kept the same
for each correction (β = 0). In the inset the ratio is taken with respect to the
distribution of the uncorrected trigger.
Figure 3.2: Turn-on curves for different corrections for low- (left) and high (right)
pT triggers.The ratio is between the number of events selected by the trigger and
the total number of events in the dataset. Only events with a leading jet in the
TG3-region (1.0 < η < 1.6) were considered. The green line (open triangles)
corresponds to the distribution in which no correction was applied on the online
ET. The other lines correspond to corrections with different α values. The value
for β was kept the same for each correction (β = 0).
13
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Figure 3.3: Trigger properties for low pT triggers (left column) and high pT trig-
gers (right column) for different corrections (α, x-axis; β, y-axis). A) Total trigger
rate. This is the number of events that passed the emulator divided by the total
number of events in the dataset. B) Fraction of events that were wrongly trig-
gered on below the 95% efficiency point: The number of triggered events with
a leading jet pT below the 95% point was divided by the total number of events
in the dataset. C) Fraction of events that were failed to trigger on above the 95%
point. This quantity was calculated by first subtracting the number of events
that passed the trigger above the 95% point from the total number of events in
the dataset above the 95% point. The resulting quantity corresponds to the total
number of events that was failed to trigger on. To get the fraction, this number
was divided by the total number of events in the dataset.
14
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To gain a better understanding of the trigger rate losses, plots of the frac-
tion of events wrongly triggered on below the 95% point (figure 3.3b) and
the fraction of events failed to trigger on above the 95% point (figure 3.3c)
were made. From figure 3.3b it becomes clear that for both triggers the
number of events that was wrongly triggered on goes down with increas-
ing correction strength. For both there is a decrease of ∼25% for a full
correction (α = 1, β = 0).
As discussed before, it is vital for a succesful correction to not increase
the fraction of events failed to trigger on for high pT triggers. For low
pT triggers this fraction should not rise too much either, but a decrease
of the excessive counts below the trigger’s 95% efficiency threshold partly
compensates for these losses. Note that this is not the case for the high
pT triggers, since these triggers do not have any excessive trigger rates in
the TG3 region. Therefore, we will mainly evaluate the effectiveness of
our corrections by looking at the fraction of interesting high pT events that
was not triggered on.
This is clearly the point where the correction breaks down. From figure
3.3c we extract that for high pT triggers (right) the fraction of events failed
to detect above the 95% efficiency point increases by 750% for a full correc-
tion. For low pT triggers, this fraction increases by 200%. Obviously, this
disastrous increase of failed triggering completely nullifies the relatively
small benefits from the decrease of events that was wrongly triggered on.
From the arguments stated above, it is tempting to declare this correction
as simply ineffective. However, this would be a hasty conclusion. Looking
more carefully at figure 3.3c, we note that for the high pT triggers correc-
tions with β = 0.25 the increase of failed triggers is minimal, whereas
those corrections do seem to lead to less wrong low pT triggers in figure
3.3b. We now consider two scenarios for which we will identify optimal
corrections.
• Scenario 1 In this scenario any increase in high pT events failed to
trigger on is strictly prohibited. Careful analysis shows that for this
scenario the combination {α = 0.1, β = 0.25} is the most effective.
It results in a 2.6% decrease of the fraction of wrong low pT triggers
(0.0% for the high pT triggers). Meanwhile, it only increases the frac-
tion of failed high pT events by 0.1% (1.8% for low pT triggers) which
fulfills the scenario’s requirements.
• Scenario 2 Here we assume that a small increase (order 1%) of the
fraction of failed high pT triggers is allowed. The combination {α =
0.25, β = 0.25} seems to meet this requirement most optimally. For
15
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this correction the number of wrongly triggered low pT events de-
creases by 4.7% (0.1%, high pT) which comes at a cost of 2.5% in-
crease of failed high pT triggers (8.8%, low pT).
As a confirmation of their effectiveness, the η distributions correspond-
ing to these corrections are depicted in figure 3.4. From these distributions
we conclude that the corrections partly get rid of the excesses in the low
pT trigger rates, while not affecting the high pT trigger.
3.2.1 Towards the Final Correction
When looking at the turn-on curves in figure 3.2, we notice that the curves
seem to shift to the right for increasing correction strength. This is the di-
rect consequence of the fact that the correction takes energy out of the jets
in the events. This shifting of the curves leads to the shifting of the 95%
efficiency point of the triggers. This is highly undesirable, since we want
our corrected trigger to trigger at the same point as the original one.
This observation inspired us to add an extra feature to the correction, in
which we put part of the energy back into the event after having it first
taken out. The new correction that is constructed in this way is the Fi-
nal Correction. It will turn out to be considerally more succesful than the
Initial Correction and it is discussed in the next chapter.
Figure 3.4: η-distributions for the corrections that were considered the most effi-
cient for low (left) and high (right) pT triggers.
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Final Correction
Analysis of the Initial Correction revealed that correcting by solely taking
energy out of the event leads to the undesired shifting of the 95% trigger
efficiency point. Therefore we propose to put energy back into the jets in
such a way that their TG3 energy fraction matches an reasonable avarage
value. To this end, another parameter γ is created. The Final Correction
looks as follows:
pT → pT ·
(
1−Θ( fTG3 − fTG3) ·Θ( fTG3 − β) · α · ( fTG3 − γ fTG3)
)
(4.1)
fTG3 corresponds to the median value of the TG3 energy fraction and γ
tunes the amount of online pT that is been put back into the jet. This cor-
rection only corrects jets with an TG3 energy fraction higher than the me-
dian. The correction itself depends on how much higher this fraction is.
Note that we take the median TG3 energy fraction as a reference point, as
it is less affected by events with an unreasonably high fTG3 than for exam-
ple the avarage. Events with an unreasonably high fTG3 are more likely
to be the result of flaws in the online energy measurement of TG3 and are
therefore considered to be bad.
We remark that the median value of the TG3 energy fraction greatly de-
pends on the η and pT of the jet. To compensate for this in our correction,
we turn fTG3 into a dynamical variable depending on online η and pT. The
median TG3 energy values that we use are depicted in figure 4.1. As ex-
pected, the TG3 region is clearly visible as bands with an enhanced fTG3.
Note that this figure only goes up to a pT of 500 GeV. For jets with online
pT > 500 GeV we use the fTG3 corresponding to 500 GeV online pT in the
correction.
17
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For this project the following values for α, β and γ were considered:
α = [0; 0.1; 0.25; 0.5; 1] β = [0; 0.1; 0.25; 0.5] γ = [0; 0.5; 1] (4.2)
Note that γ = 0 corresponds to the Initial Correction that was discussed
in the previous chapter. Because we are only interested in the effect of the
correction in the central part of the detector (close to the TG3-region), we
perform our analysis only on those events with leading jet |η| < 2.8.
4.1 Results
Just like in section 3.1, we first plot the η-distributions for different correc-
tion strengths to get a rough view on the performance of the correction. To
do so, we keep β and γ fixed (β = 0, γ = 1) and vary α. These distribu-
tions are indicated for low- (right) and high (left) pT triggers in figure 4.2.
By comparing this with figure 3.1 it is immediately clear that the Final Cor-
rection performs significantly better for the high pT triggers: In contrast to
the Initial Correction the η-distribution is barely altered with increasing
correction strength. This is confirmed by the turn-on curves in figure 4.3.
Compared to the turn-on curves of the Initial Correction it is clear that the
Final Correction mainly influences the low pT triggers. Furthermore, one
observes that the shifting of the turn-on curves is greatly reduced.
Figure 4.1: Median offline energy deposited in TG3 ( fTG3, GeV) at different offline
pT and η for leading jets.
18
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Figure 4.2: Offline leading jet η-distributions for different corrections (γ = 1,
β = 0) for low- (left) and high (right) pT triggers. Only events with leading offline
η < 2.8 were considered. The blue line (squares) corresponds to the uncorrected
distribution. The coloured lines (open circles) correspond to corrections with dif-
ferent α values. In the inset the ratio is taken with respect to the distribution of
the uncorrected trigger.
Figure 4.3: Turn-on curves for different corrections (γ = 1, β = 0) for low- (left)
and high (right) pT triggers. The ratio is taken between the number of events
selected by the emulator and the total number of events in the dataset. This ratio
is then plotted against the offline jet pT (GeV). Only events in which the offline η
of the leading jet was inside the TG3-region (1.0 < η < 1.6) were considered. The
green open triangles correspond to the uncorrected distribution. The other data
correspond to corrections with different α values.
19
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In order to better quantify the improved trigger performance, again
colour plots were made displaying the total rate, the fraction of events
wrongly triggered on below the 95% point and the fraction of events failed
to trigger on above the 95% point. These are depicted in figure 4.4 for a
full correction (γ = 1).
4.2 Discussion
Comparing the scales of the colour bars in figures 4.4 and 3.3 it becomes
immediately clear that the Final Correction is more delicate than the Initial
Correction. A full correction (α = 1, β = 0,γ = 1) leads to a 10% decrease
of the total rate for low pT triggers and 3% for high pT triggers (13% Ini-
tial Correction), an 17% decrease of the fraction of wrongly triggered low
pT events (25% Initial Correction) and an 250% increase of high pT events
failed to trigger on (700% Initial Correction).
When analysing each individual combination of α and β we can iden-
tify optimal corrections for the different scenarios described in section 3.2.
Again the combination {α = 0.1, β = 0.25} appeared the most efficient
in case absolutely no increase in the fraction of failed events for high pT
triggers is allowed. For this correction the increase of high pT failed events
was 0.1% (0.6% for low pT triggers), whereas at the same time the fraction
of low pT wrongly triggered events decreased by 2.2% (0% high pT). The
η-distribution corresponding to this correction is depicted by the red line
in figure 4.5. The performance of this correction is about the same as the
Initial Correction.
A significant improved performance is observed for corrections in which
a small increase of the fraction of failed high pT events is allowed. Again
the correction {α = 0.25, β = 0.25} appeared to be the most efficient.
The number of wrongly triggered low pT events were decreasing by 4.5%
(0.1% high pT), which comes with only an 1.1% increase of high pT events
that was failed to trigger on (1.7% low pT). Compared to the 2.5% increase
of failed trigger events for the Initial Correction this is a serious improve-
ment.
It is illustrative to introduce a quality factor Q as the ratio between the de-
crease of wrong low pT triggers and the increase of failed high pT triggers.
For the Initial Correction we find Q|γ=0 = 4.72.5 ≈ 1.9, whereas Q for the
final correction is higher: Q|γ=1 = 4.51.1 ≈ 4.1. Note that it is hard to read
off this improvement from the η-distributions in figures 4.5 and 3.4 since
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Figure 4.4: Trigger properties for low pT triggers (left column) and high pT trig-
gers (right column) for different corrections (α, x-axis; β, y-axis; γ = 1). A) Total
trigger rate. This is the number of events that passed the emulator divided by
the total number of events in the dataset. B) Fraction of events that passed the
emulator below the 95% efficiency point of the trigger: The number of triggered
events with a leading jet pT below the 95% point was divided by the total number
of event in the dataset. C) Fraction of events that were failed to trigger on above
the 95% point. First the number of events that passed the trigger above the 95%
point was substracted from the total number of events in the dataset above the
95% point. The resulting quantity corresponds to the total number of events that
was failed to trigger on. This number was divided by the total number of events
in the dataset to obtain the fraction.
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the absolute fraction of failed high pT events is small (∼ 0.1%) .
Despite the improved performance of the Final Correction, it is clear from
figure 4.5 that it does not manage to completely eliminate the excesses in
the low pT triggers. We could in principle enhance the correction strength
by increasing α but this inevitably comes with a substantial increase of
the failed high pT trigger events. The Final Correction is thus not a final
solution, but it may be regarded as a first step towards it.
4.2.1 Data Bias and Jet Cleaning
In this project we applied our emulated trigger on events that passed a
real trigger with a slightly lower pT (HLT 25 for the HLT j45 emulator).
Hereby we assumed that the datasets generated by these real triggers are
free of any bias. To confirm that this is indeed the case, we compare the
η-distributions of events passing the same emulator applied on different
datasets. These distributions are shown in figure 4.6 for the uncorrected
emulated HLT j45 applied on events that passed the real HLT j25 and
HLT j35. If there is no bias in the datasets, emulation on different datasets
should result in the same η-distribution. Yet the figure shows a clear offset
between the HLT j25 and HLT j35 distributions. This is the direct conse-
quence of the fact that the HLT j35 trigger turns on later than the HLT j25.
Therefore, the trigger rates at 45 GeV will be higher for the HLT j35 trigger,
since at this high energy the HLT j25 spectrum has already fallen off to a
lower number of events. When looking at the ratio between HLT j25 and
Figure 4.5: η-distributions for those corrections that are considered to be the most
effective for low (left) and high (right) pT triggers (γ = 1).
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Figure 4.6: η-distributions for the HLT j45 emulator applied on events passing the
real HLT j25 (blue line, squares) and HLT j35 (red line, circles). The inset shows
the ratio with respect to the distribution belonging to the HLT j35 dataset.
HLT j35 in the inset, we see that the shape between the two distributions
is roughly equal. This may be regarded as a direct proof for no bias in the
datasets: Any bias would have induced a difference in shape.
Another way to get a more qualitative view on the correction performance
is to map out the correction’s effects on clean and unclean events. In gen-
eral not every event is used for scientific analysis. For part of the events
the noise arising from the beam halo or cosmic rays is so high that it is im-
possible to determine origin of some of the jets with high certainty. These
jets are said to be unclean and labeling them as such (jet cleaning) is com-
putationally demanding.
Next to this one should realise multiple collisions take place in the detec-
tor per event (pileup). For each event the proton-proton interaction point
from which tracks have the heighest average pT (primary vertex) is iden-
tified. For most analysis only the jets arising from this primary vertex are
used. The determination whether a jet originates from a primary vertex
(Jet Vertex Tagging, JVT) requires computationally expensive track recon-
struction. Therefore, it is impossible to implement jet cleaning and JVT at
trigger level.
Nevertheless, it would be instructive to see the effect of the trigger cor-
rections on events with clean primary jets that solely originated from pri-
mary vertices. The datasets for this analysis have been prepared, but not
processed yet.
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Conclusion
In 2016 large excesses in low pT jet trigger rates were observed in the
TileGap3-region of the ATLAS detector. These excesses persisted also dur-
ing the LHC run in 2017, although less severe due to newly implemented
trigger protocols. However, at the moment these protocols do not offer any
control on the severity of the excesses nor guarantee stable trigger rates in
the future.
In this work, we present the first steps taken towards an enduring solu-
tion to this problem. We studied the effects of rescaling the online trans-
verse energy of the leading jet (ET) on trigger performances. While effec-
tively eliminating the low pT excesses, this correction should at the same
time not affect the triggering on events we are interested in. This holds in
particular for high pT events, since they often have the greatest scientific
value. Moreover, for high pT triggers there are no excesses to eliminate in
order to compensate for any decrease in triggering on interesting events.
Therefore, we used the fraction of high pT events that was failed to trigger
on above the 95% efficiency point as a measure for the effectiveness of our
correction.
In order to determine the effects of our corrections, we first emulated a
high (HLT j450) and low (HLT j45) pT trigger. We applied this emulator
on events that passed real triggers with a slightly lower pT, which was
proved to be a reliable and unbiased dataset. For each of these events, the
jet online energy was systematically reduced by applying the correction
stated in equation 4.1.
Tuning the free parameters in this equation revealed two optimal correc-
tions. In the case absolute no increase (order ∼0.1%) of failed high pT
triggers is allowed the combination {α = 0.1, β = 0.25,γ = 0} is proven to
be optimal. This correction leads to a 2.6% decrease of wrongly triggered
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low pT events, whereas it increases the number of high pT failed triggers
by only 0.1%. Despite the high quality factor of this correction (Q = 26), it
reduces the excesses only minimally.
When a small increase of failed high pT triggers is tolerated (order ∼1%),
a more signifant damping of the excesses is realised. In this limit the most
optimal correction appeared to be {α = 0.25, β = 0.25,γ = 1}. For this cor-
rection, the decrease of wrong low pT triggers was 4.5% and the increase
of failed high pT triggers 1.1% (Q = 4.1).
This results provide a promising starting point for new studies, which
could possibly lead to the implementation of this ATLAS trigger correc-
tion in 2018.
5.1 Outlook
As it stands now, the correction offers a lot of possibilities for follow-up
studies and improvements. Next to the fact that the correction may be fur-
ther finetuned by adding more tunable parameters, it may also be worth-
while to test the current correction for a finer grid in parameter-space.
At the moment fairly big jumps were made, but it would be useful to
explore the performance of the correction in greater detail in the region
{α = 0.25, β = 0.25}. Most certainly better parameter combinations will
then be found.
Another useful step would be testing the correction on data taken in 2016.
As said, the excesses in the TG3-region were particularly severe during
the run of that year. It would be illluminating to see how the correction is
performing on this dataset, since there is no guarantee excesses like that
will never occur again in future runs.
Finally a better understanding of the correction process could be obtained
by comparing its effects on the clean and unclean fractions of the events.
The datasets needed for this are ready for analysis.
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